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FIG. 1. Simple resonant circuit and pump to illustrate the
mechanism of energy transfer for the variable parameter principle.
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in phase: there will be an amplitude modulation of the amplified
signal. In many applications it is desirable to amplify a fairly
wide band of frequencies and such an amplitude modulation
would then arise.
This difficulty can be avoided by using a slightly more cornplicated circuit. Instead of a single oscillatory circuit with periodically varying capacitance or inductance, a circuit is used that
has two (or more) resonant frequencies fi andf2, with the coupling at the periodic reactance. It is found that in this configuration
the phase condition described above is no longer present. We shall
explain this with the aid of fig. 13. Again, it is assumed that the
circuit is lossless and that C is the reactive element that is varied.
It is also assumed that one loop only supports current at frequency ft, and the other loop only supports current at frequency
/2. The total charge on the capacitance then consists of a component Ql = Qo sin (1)lt and a component Q2 = Qo sin (1)2(,where
(1)1and (1)2are the angular frequencies corresponding tofl and/2.
For convenience we have assumed that the amplitudes of the two
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Power is transferred from a strong pump tone to a weak
signal by exploiting an inductive or capacitive
nonlinearity and the mixing process.

supplied (as the signal); the current of frequency /2 only arises
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vertical. However, the complete cooled amplifier system
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keep condition
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for 72 relehours.
In this arrangement, with thewillphase
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to separate them with filters. long period of continuous operation. It also allows the
The arrangement with the two
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can be
amplifier
system circuits
to be operated
moreconeasily at the
focus of the aerial.
sidered as a more general case;primary
the arrangement
with the single
resonant circuit and fl = /2 =Thetfptemperature-stabilized
is therefore referred
enclosure to as
the "degenerate" case.
The temperature of the varactor circuits is stabilized
at about
80K by the liquidbynitrogen,
but to achieve the
In an ordinary LC circuit with
loss represented
a resistance
R in the loop a disturbance will give rise to a damped waveform
of the ~form exp (- RI2L)t cos «(1)t + cp). But in the pumped
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stability necessary in interferometry the temperatures
of the pump klystron and the circulator also have to be
stabilized. These components are therefore housed in a
temperature-stabilized
enclosure mounted on top ofthe
dewar.
The temperature-stabilized
unit is shown in the
photograph
of fig. Ia. Since the klystron gives out
nearly 60 watts of heat it is convenient to stabilize the
enclosure to a temperature above the highest ambient
value. This is done by using air blowers with heaters
that are automatically controlled by a mercury-contact
thermometer.
The outer surface ofthe unit, through which the heat
is dissipated, is finished in a white enamel paint that
has an emissivity of about 0.8. The unit measures
50 X 37.5 X 25 cm. A weather-proofing
cover, finished
with the same paint, is also available: this enables the
stabilizer-dewar unit to be used out of doors.

Amplification is ideally is a noiseless process (if no loss in
device) except for an added ½ photon noise resulting
from of the the vacuum fluctuations leaking in from the
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“Kerr medium” in fiber produced from
intensity dependent refractive index
Nonlinearity leads to amplification
Idler tone is produced
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Fig. 2. General scheme of phase-insensitive fiber-based optical parametric amplifier.
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Josephson-junction-based paramps: resonant vs
non-resonant versions
The good:
• Purely reactive non-linearity à Quantum-limited noise
(noise temperature at QL = h!/k ~ 0.5 K @10 GHz
• Very low dissipation, Integration with superconducting
electronics
The not-so-good:
20 dB
• Very small instantaneous bandwidth (~< 10 MHz)
• Fixed gain-bandwidth product
• Very small dynamic range (<-100 dBm) -> readout of at
best
few photon detectors
20 dB
• Requires < 100 mK operation (15 mK here)
• Port 1Limited to multiplexed readout of only a few photon
detectors

The good:
• Noise approaching the QL (~ x2)
• Several GHz bandwidth
• Very low dissipation, Integration with superconducting
electronics
The not-so-good:
• Very small dynamic range (<-90 dBm)
• Requires < 100 mK operation (35 mK here)
• Limited to multiplexed readout of only a few photon
detectors
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IF Amplifiers for ALMA

Traveling-wave Kinetic Inductance Parametric
Amplifier

In order to achieve amplification attention must be paid to achieve the required dispersion at the sig
idler and pump frequencies. To avoid loss of power into the third harmonic of the pump frequency
device utilizes a periodic structure to suppress the third harmonic (see inset of Fig. 3). The simulate
measured gain vs. frequency are shown in Fig. 4. Figure. 5 shows the signal-to-noise measurements
weak CW signal along with the setup and measurements of the wideband noise. The measured nois
contribution from this prototype paramp was < 3.4 photons at 10 GHz. The key innovation in this p
device is the use of NbTiN in the transmission line. In addition to providing a highly nonlinear indu
the ultra-low loss of NbTiN allows the gain to grow along the transmission line while adding only t
noise required by quantum mechanics.

•
•
•
•

It is important to note that the physics of the material remains the same at higher frequencies. This
for the concept to be applied to frequencies up to the gap frequency of NbTiN, or about 1.4 THz, be
Invented by Zmuidzinas et al. at Caltech/JPL which
circa photons
2011 break Cooper pairs. This has opened up the possibility to develop these amplifiers fo
Kerr medium made of ultra low-loss
ALMA’s font-ends as RF amplifiers. The lower frequency limit is determined only by the length of
and high kinetic inductance film (e.g. NbTiN)transmission
in
line that can be fabricated, ultimately limited by fabrication yield.

a transmission-line arcitecture
Nonlinearity: !"#$% ∝ '(
Spin-off from ultra-high-Q TiN KID work
at Caltech/JPL

Fig. 3: A TKIP amplifier covering 9 to 14 GHz with a pump frequency of 11.6 GHz. (A
phase response at 4 GHz of the NbTiN device as a function of the DC current sent down
conductor of the coplanar transmission line. (B) Picture of 0.8 m long spiral NbTiN tran
The inset is a magnified section of the transmission line showing the periodic loading o
The good:
block the 3rd harmonic of the pump. The thickness of the line is 35 nm and the center co
• Quantum-limited noise demonstrated
gap widths are 1 μm. (C) Calculated dispersion relative to the nominal linear dispersion
• Octave or more bandwidth
• Measured
gaingray
of a prototype
device (fstop
8.5 GHz)
transmission
line. The
regions represent
bands;
waves in these frequency rang
pump =
• PumpFrom
power
~ 100
evanescently.
fig.
1 inuW
[4].
• High dynamic range (~ -50 to -45 dBm) demonstrated

•
•
•
•

Very low dissipation
Can operate at up to ~ 4K
Integration with superconducting electronics
Can read out large array of detectors

V1.0 Paramp gain

8

The not-so-good:
• High pump power (100 µW in 1st generation)
• Large ripple (1st generation)
• Long length of 80 cm (1st generation)

B. amplifier
Eom,
Nature
Physics
8,
to cavity
paramp
with
~1
- 10MHz
bandwidth
Fig. 3:• ACompare
TKIP
covering
9 to
14 623–627
GHz
with (2012)
a pump
frequency of 11.6 GHz. (A) Nonline
phase response at 4 GHz of the NbTiN device as a function of the DC current sent down the cente

Application example for paramps:

•

•
•
•
•

Application in exoplanet imaging coronographs:
Single-photon energy-resolving optical MKID arrays serve as
multi-band wavefront sensors in adaptive optics for high-speed star-light
speckle suppression.
Example: MEC (MKID Exoplanet Camera): ~ 20,000 PtSi MKIDs (800-1300 nm)
Energy resolution (measured with paramp) R ~ 10
R is currently limited by MKID design (current non-uniformity in absorber,
TLS noise) and hot phonon escape to substrate. Could be improved to ~ 25.
Talk by N. Zorbist (Friday)

808 nm photons

Application example for paramps:

Photon Counting with KIDs at THz/Submillimeter
(NASA GSFC)
Motivation:
In space, when using R = 1000 spectrometer,
background photon rate is: 102 – 104 photons/sec, so
potentially can do photon counting with KIDs
Key design aspects:
•

Ultra-small volume aluminum kinetic inductor for
increased response to single photons

•

SOI wafer (currently 0.45 µm Si substrate)

•

Parallel-plate capacitor on single-crystal Si for
integration with on-chip spectrometer (µ-Spec)
and reduced TLS frequency noise

•

Choke filter for confinement of submm radiation
inside sensitive inductor

•

All-microstripline elements and no cuts in ground
plane -> Immunity to stray radiation

Photon counting with KIDs in 0.5 -1.0 THz range
with and without a paramp

12

Photon-Counting KIDs for the Far-IR Surveyor

Fig. 10: Example simulated output time streams for a KID demonstrating photon-counting ability at
andcount
1 THz
with our by
small-volume
when using
a typical
or aTHz
parametric
• 0.5Dark
rate dominated
amplifier noise Al
is 5 design
Hz. This corresponds
to NEP
= 1-2 x HEMT
10-21 W/rtamplifier
Hz in the 0.5-1
range .
amplifier.
Background
loading
condition
is
~100
photos/s
similar
to
the
sky
background
at
1
THz.pulse.
N ✓
• Integrated over the signal bandwidth, TLS noise is sub-dominant to amplifier white noise, because internal Q is low during
indicates the number of quasi-particles produced at each event. Material parameters are based on our
• Recombination time and ring time are fast compared to photon arrival rate. Pulses decay with tau ~ 1.7 ms. ✓
forwith
10 >nm
films (§4.1.3). Other parameters are: bath temperature of 0.1 K, resonance
• measurements
Counting photons
95%Al
efficiency!
frequency of 2 GHz, ηread = 0.25. For readout with HEMT the feedline power is -137 dBm, and for the
Assumptions:
para-amp it is -156 dBm.

photon rate = 100/s, spectrometer resolution = 1000, optical coupling efficiency = 25%, 4K telescope (conditions for high-Z galaxy case)
detector
volume
= 0.05
µm3, frequency
bath temperature
= 100ismK,
readout powerbased
= -137 and
assumed
that
TLS
noise
negligible,
on-156
ourdBm
proposed TLS-free capacitor
Material properties take from our films measured at GSFC.

design, which we propose to study experimentally (see §4.1.1). To increase S/N we constructed
an optimal linear filter from the average ensemble of 100 pulse shapes weighted by their
probabilities, and applied this filter to the time stream. Fig. 10 shows two examples that clearly

Kinetic Inductance Parametric Up-Converter
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KPUP is a current-sensitive resonator that can be multiplexed for detector
readout
(e.g. FDM-type
TES readout)Up-Con
Kinetic
Inductance
Parametric
TiN nanowire inductor (170 nm x 2.6 µm x 10 nm) embedded in microwave resonator provides quadratic nonlinearity.
A low-frequency (MHz) signal modulates the inductance and upconverts the signal to the GHz range.
1
A. simultaneously
Kher1 · P. K. upconverted
Day2 · B. H.
Eom
Many tones within the resonance bandwidth (~ 5 - 100 MHz) can be
and
read ·out.
1 · H. G. Leduc2
J. calorimeters
Zmuidzinas(e.g.
One KPUP can be used to read out an array (~100) of bolometers or
TES or MMC).
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Many
KPUPs
can then
multiplexed
in frequency
as a 2nd
stage
multiplexing
(Similar to KIDs) à Kilo-pixel arrays.
© Springer Science+Business Media New York 2015
Readout noise of KPUP is very smallJ Low
- 30
pA/rt
Hz)current
à suitable for very sensitive detector readout.
Temp
Phys
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•(10low
frequency
Non-resonant Transmission-line versionmodulates
of KPUP also
developed with excellent
resonator
inputperformance.
/ output microwave line
482
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frequency
Abstract We describe a novel class of devices
based on the nonlinearity of the kinetic
inductance of a superconducting thin •film.
By placing
current-dependent inductance
compared
to anonin a microwave resonator, small currentsresonant
can be measured
through their effect on the
TRL:
Received: 30 September 2015 / Accepted: 8 November 2015 / Publi
resonator’s frequency. By using a high-resistivity
and nanowires as
– phasematerial
response for the film ©
Springer Science+Business Media New York 2015
kinetic inductors, we can achieve a large coefficient
to improve device
increased of
by nonlinearity
Q √
Hz, making
this combined
device at input to one KPUP
sensitivity. We demonstrate a current sensitivity
8pA/•power
– but max of
readout
Several
TES signals
decreased
Q^2
useful for transition-edge
sensor (TES) readout
and by
other
applications.
• cutting-edge
Similar toAbstract
circuit
usedWe
for describe
AC SQUID MUX
83
a novel class of devices based o
An advantage of these devices is their natural
abilityinput
to be multiplexed
increates
the frequency
– smaller
• Each signal
a sideband on the microwave carrier
low pass
inductance
of afilters
superconducting thin film. By placing a
inductance instruments. A traveling-wave
domain, enabling large detector arrays for TES-based
in a microwave
small currents can be measu
version of the device, consisting of a thin-film microwave transmission
line, is also resonator,
Nulling
resonator’s
frequency. comb
By using
+ DC a high-resistivity mater
sensitive to small currents as they change the phase length of the√line due
to their effect
KPUP
bias
14a large coefficient of
kinetic
inductors,
this version
on its inductance. We demonstrate a current sensitivity of 5pA/ Hz for
MHz of we can achieve
µwave out
µwave in
TES bias
filters
sensitivity.
We
demonstrate
a
current
sensitivity
of 8
the device, making it also suitable for TES readout as well as other
current-detection
comb in
for range,
transition-edge sensor (TES) readout and o
applications. It has the advantage of multi-GHz bandwidth and greateruseful
dynamic
offering a different approach to the resonator version of the device. An advantage of these devices is theirKPUP
natural ability to b

KPUP device concept

Application: TES readout circuit

domain, enabling large detector arrays for TES-based

Fig. 1 (Top left) Photograph of resonator KPUP. The coupling capacitor is connected to the CPW center

Fig. 1 (Top left) Photograph of
resonator KPUP. The coupling capacitor is connected to the CPW center
conductor with an Al wire bond. (Top right) Scanning-electron micrograph of nanowire. The striations are
conductor with an Al wire bond.
(Top right)
Scanning-electron
nanowire.
The striations
are resonance frequency
a fabrication
defect
with no bearing micrograph
on the deviceofintegrity.
(Bottom)
Shift of KPUP
rough feedline
ofdefect
KPUP
measured
a fabrication
withchip,
no bearing
on
the
device
integrity.
(Bottom)
Shift
of
KPUP
resonance
frequency
with DC bias current of ∼60 µA (Color figure online)
with DC
current
of ∼60
µA (Color
figure online)
dout power
ofbias70
dBm.
There
is one

Keywords
· Nonlinear
sensor of the device, consisting of a thin-film microw
Frequency
shift at· TES
60 µAreadout
of bias· Currentversion
Frequency
shiftKinetic
vs bias inductance
(5% change)
sensitive to small currents as they change the phase leng

on its inductance. We demonstrate a current sensitivity
Introduction
nding to the1left-most
resonator
on the
capacitors
are interdigitated, as this configuration has been shown to have reduced two-

Many other applications of paramps and the kinetic
inductance nonlinearity in the context of readout
• Application for space-based detector readout. e.g. for the Origins
Space Telescope to read out arrays of photon-counting
spectrometers
• Replacing high power consuming HEMT amplifiers with TKIPs for
reducing SWAP in space platforms. (much less dynamic range
needed compared to ground-based)
• Sensitive current sensors for multiplexed readout of large detector
arrays (e.g. TESs) for astronomical telescopes (e.g. CMB-S4 needs ~
105 TES or KID detectors)
• X-ray/Gamma-ray spectrometers for fast/real-time materials
analysis in industry or national security.
• Deep-space communication – e.g. IF amplifiers for DSN
• Quantum Computing: readout of qubits in quantum processors
• Circuit QED experiments for fundamental physics

for diagnostics. The microwave signals enter and exit the
box through the SMA connectors in the four corners, with
coax to microstrip to coplanar waveguide adapters to connect
to the feedline on the multiplexing chips. The microwave
signals pass through four 33-resonator multiplexing chips on
either side of the box. From the outside of the box moving
towards the middle, the 8 multiplexer chips connect to inductor chips (1.6 lH), resistive shunt chips (375 lX), wiring fanout chips, and finally TES detector chips. With 256 detectors
3
Overall goal: Fast access to signals from large-format arrays with 10
each with a square 1.45 mm tin absorber, the active area of
HPGe
the array is 5.38 cm2. We mount the sample box in an adia– 106 pixels
demagnetization refrigerator that provides a temperaApplications: Precise measurement of the energy of individual batic
ture of 70 mK. Four coaxial cables connect to the box from
photons,
room temperature.
X-ray spectrometer for NASA’s Lynx space mission concept, Nuclear In order to perform simultaneous readout of a large
number of resonators, we require control electronics that
assay of materials, beam-line materials analysis
generate the appropriate probe tones and then digitize the
resonator responses. Having a dedicated microwave generator per resonance would be far too expensive. Instead, two
Typical readout approaches for detector arrays:
high speed digital-to-analog converters (DACs) generate a
• Time-domain, Frequency-domain, Code-domain
combNIST/LANL
of tones at lower frequencies (e.g., 10–512 MHz),
which
are pixel
mixed gamma
up to microwave
frequencies
using an IQ
256
TES array
(TDM)
e.g. NIST/LANL 256 pixel TES spectrometer (TDM)
mixer. A similar IQ mixer is used to mix the tones coming
Bennett
al., down
RSI 83,
out D.
of the
cryostatetback
to 093113
baseband (2012)
frequencies,

Short review of the microwave SQUID multiplexer
(µMux)

Disadvantages of above readout technologies:
•
Limited to ~ 10-20 MHz readout bandwidth
•
Large number of cryogenic wires
•
System complexity
Advantages of the µ-Mux:
• Naturally multiplexed (~ 1000/line)
• Many GHz HEMT amplifier bandwidth
• Little to none degradation of overall system sensitivity (from
µMux)

NIST TES array with
NIST
Microwave SQUID mux
256 pixel gamma TES array (µMux)
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J.A. Mates et al., APL 111, 062601 (2017)

FIG. 2. Photograph of the sample box containing the 8 TES microcalorimeter detector chips (center), 8 microwave multiplexer chips (outer vertical
columns) and chips for detector bias, Nyquist filtering, and signal routing.
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Flux modulation line

λ/4 resonator

Principle of operation

f0

f1

f2

RF SQUID

Detector
(TES)

J.A.B. Mates, PhD thesis, 2011

• Changes in TES current induce changes in flux through RF SQUID à changes in SQUID
inductance à changes in microwave resonance frequency à changes in microwave
transmission S21
• Effectively, TES signal is amplified through ultra-low noise RF SQUID
• Single microwave feedline can read ~ thousand pixels.
15

Early µMux readout demonstration for gamma-ray
TESs at NIST (2013)
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towards the middle, the 8 multiplexer chips connect to induc132 resonators achieved a resonator depth of more than 10 dB.
tor chips (1.6 lH), resistive shunt chips (375 lX), wiring fanThe resonators were placed with a spacing of 6 6 1 MHz. At
out chips, and finally TES detector chips. With 256 detectors
this frequency precision, only one resonator ended up within
each with a square 1.45 mm tin absorber, the active area of
2.5 MHz of another resonator. The gaps between the four
the array is 5.38 cm2. We mount the sample box in an adiabands and the smaller gaps within the bands allow for waferbatic demagnetization refrigerator that provides a temperascale and chip-scale shifts in phase velocity due to changes in
ture of 70 mK. Four coaxial cables connect to the box from
material parameters, layer thickness, and etch uniformity.
room temperature.
These gaps also provide convenient frequencies at which to
In order to perform simultaneous readout of a large
place the local oscillators for the up-mix. Due to the bandnumber of resonators, we require control electronics that
width of the current ADCs and the 6 MHz resonator spacing
generate the appropriate probe tones and then digitizeAPPLIED
the
PHYSICS
LETTERS
of this
demonstration,
only 64 111,
of the062601
resonators(2017)
could be read
resonator responses. Having a dedicated microwave generaout per ROACH-2. However, we demonstrated simultaneous
tor per resonance would be far too expensive. Instead, two
readout of 128 channels using two sets of the ROACH-2 elechigh speed digital-to-analog converters (DACs) generate a
tronics, with the two local oscillators placed between bands 1
comb of tones at lower frequencies (e.g., 10–512 MHz),
and 2 and between bands 3 and 4.
which are mixed
to microwave frequencies using an IQ
062601-4
Mates up
et al.
Phys.
Lett. 111, 062601
(2017)
The power spectral densityAppl.
of the
input-referred
currentmixer. A similar IQ mixer is used to mix the tones coming
noise
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Changed TES detector chip with the goals of:
1. Improved energy resolu5on – expect non-mul5plexed ∆EFWHM=1.6 eV based on measurements of similar chip
2. 32-channel mul5plexing – bond pad layout compa5ble with µMUX chip layout

 ROACH 2 with MKID ADC/DAC board
 ADC/DAC sampling rate: 512 Msps
 Number of channels: 32
 Bin select: 8 MHz sampling per channel
 Signal bandwidth: 1 MHz
Low pass
ﬁlter

(SQUID inp

Demonstration of µMux for X-ray calorimetry on
NASA’s Lynx telescope (GSFC and NIST)
Excess noise
TES 20, 25

Low temperature uMUX setup

Dual Ch.
Amp.
Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length
ROACH2
+ADC/DAC Microwave feedline

I/Q mixer

Successful readout of ~ 30 x-ray TES pixels
and 30 spectra for the MnKa line

1 cm
uMUX chip

Due to the damaged Nyquist inductor and incorrect wiring

8X8 TES

TES chip

Nano connector

G10 clip
Flux ramp signal

MnKα X-ray spectrum, R/Rn ~ 20 %

Nyquist chip

Nb shield

TES bias

0

Fig. 3 Sample box without lid. It contains a microwave SQUID multiplexer chip, a TES microcalorimeter
array, and a Nyquist chip with inductors and resistors for the TES bias circuit. A 6-pin nano connector is used
to supply
a DC
biasmeasured
to the TESs rf-SQUID
and the flux-ramp
signalto
forﬂux
the SQUIDs.
The connector cables are fixed
 Solid
line:
response
ramp signal
with Stycast epoxy in a sidewall pocket.

Coil & aperture
Thermometer
ity of C⇠1.1 pJ/K at T . With a conventional single-channel DC SQUID readout using a

10 dB atenuator

Wonsik Yoon, et al., JLTP, 2018

3 Measurement results

Damaged Nyquist chip

TES 8-2.95 eV
TES 7-3.51 eV

Apertures

TES 30-4.09 eV

TES 12-3.01 eV

TES 9-3.09 eV

c

flux-locked loop we measured 2 pixels from this representative chip and obtained spectral
performance of D EFWHM =2.6 ± 0.1 eV and 3.5 ± 0.1 eV at 5.9 keV, significantly broader
than the 2.1 eV predicted for each pixel based on the measured signal size and noise. The
Nyquist chip has shunt resistors with Rs =0.2 mW and Nyquist inductors of LN =200 nH, the
latter designed to slow the pulse rise time and thus relax the slew-rate requirement on the
readout.
slew rate requirement:
The microwave related
SQUID multiplexing
chip was fabricated by NIST. The 33 resonators
to pulse rise
are designed to have resonance frequencies of ⇠ 5.7 6.0 GHz and bandwidths of 300 kHz.
The resonators are grouped into two bands: resonators within each band are separated by
dI
6 MHz and there is a 20 MHz
gap between
the two bands. Of the 33 resonators, one has
= 0.33
A/s
dt
a ‘dark’ SQUID that does not connect to a TES. The other 32 resonators are coupled to
TES detectors. The measured resonator quality factors are Q⇠13,500 (Qc ⇠14,500, Qi ⇠1.52⇥105 ).

TES 31-4.25 eV

Incorrect wiring

TES 10-3.15 eV

output

 ROACH 2 w
 ADC/DAC s
 Number of
 Bin select:
 Signal band

TES 13-3.57 eV
TES 11-3.55 eV

 Dashed line: ﬁted signal to ﬁnd mixed frequency
 Flux ramp frequency: 160 kHz, mixed frequency ~ 330 kHz
 Throw away transient part, used only 1 Φ0

input

TES 15-3.07 eV
TES 14-3.12 eV

Nyquist chip

-ﬁxed in subsequent run

Room temp

5

uMUX chip

Non-unifomity due to gradient
in heat sink temperature

TES 6-2.97 eV

Low pass
Damaged Nyquist chip
ﬁlter TES 26-3.73 eV
TES 25-5.32eV

TES 24-4.28 eV

Dual Ch.TES 23-3.51 eV
Amp. TES 22-3.49 eV

TES 5-3.35 eV
TES 4-3.08 eV
TES 3-3.65 eV
TES 2-3.00 eV

TES 21-3.34 eV
TES 20-5.59 eV

ROACH2TES 19-3.29 eV
+ADC/DAC
Interfere with other

TES 1-2.88 eV

TES 17-3.32 eV

TES 0-2.81 eV

TES 16-3.92 eV

T keV
= 55
mK all measured pixels
 <ΔE> = 3.53 eV FWHM @ 5.9
including
- TES 18: Resonator inten5onally turned oﬀ to avoid interference with other resonator
- TES 20 / 25: Rela5vely poor energy resolu5on due to excess detector noise

The End
Thank you!

• Quick announcement:
Looking to fill one or two postdoc positions at NASA
GSFC to work with us on single-photon MKIDs,
EXCLAIM (Microspec/MKID-based balloon mission,
and paramps)
If interested please contact:
Omid Noroozian (omid.noroozian@nasa.gov)
Eric Switzer (eric.r.switzer@nasa.gov)

Backup

Flux-ramp modulation/demodulation
Linearizes output in
absence of feedback

•

Here, flux ramp signal at
40 KHz applies ⇠ 3 0
every 25 μs
Flux ramp much faster
than input signal à
phase shift ~ constant
during ramp and
proportional to TES
current:
2⇡M
=
ITES
0

•

For demodulation:
P
VQ sin !m t
P
= arctan (
)
VQ cos !m t
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